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The Globalization of Fonts

The development and rapid growth of global markets, 

together with new technologies, have brought new 

challenges and demands for font manufacturers:

New products by Western companies are constantly being 

introduced into Asian markets. In order to be successful, 

such products must be equipped with non-Latin fonts 

supporting Near-Eastern and Asian scripts, such as Arabic, 

Hebrew, Cyrillic, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and many 

more.

»understanding each other«
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Not only so-called embedded devices in cell phones, in-

formation system units in cars, washing-machines, control 

systems, medical devices etc. need global fonts, but 

literally all products marketed globally. For instance, con-

sider Unicode-based online ordering systems that must be 

able to read and process orders and other incoming in-

formation from any point in the world, and in any writing 

system as well. 

Another example are products of pharmaceutical firms 

which have to include inserts and outer packaging ini 

practically any conceivable Latin or non-Latin script. Or 

think of web-based technical documentation systems 

providing information worldwide. There are many more 

applications where global fonts are needed, and thus it 

is easy to understand that the market for global fonts will 

expand steadily in the near future.

From a technical viewpoint, customers require that all 

glyphs are stored in a single font file as TrueType with 

Unicode encoded characters. Unicode is a standardized 

system by ISO for the encoding of text glyphs (such as 

characters, syllables, and ideograms). Unicode combines 

all known text glyphs in a single font file.

Using Global Fonts
»all in one«
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URW++, the inventor of digital outline fonts and a pio-

neer in font technology, has developed and licensed its 

IKARUS software for more than 25 years for and to Asian 

customers, enhancing the system step by step to meet the 

requirements of non-Latin font design and digitization, 

URW++ ‘s competence
»Making a mark«

above all with respect to Chinese, Japanese, and Korean 

Kanjis. In the course of time we have learnt quite a lot 

about these scripts and also produced our own range of 

CJK (Chinese, Japanese, Korean) fonts together with our 

Asian affiliates and Joint Venture partners.

latin

greek

cyrillic

hebrew

arabic

devanagari

malayalam
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All the world‘s glyphs ini a single font
»be ready«

A selection of glyphs from the Nimbus Sans Global
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»35000 Glyphs«

All three Nimbus Global Fonts contain approximately 

35,000 glyphs. Besides all Latin, Greek, and Cyrillic glyphs 

as well as the complete CJK glyph set, our Global fonts 

also cover Japanese Katakana and Hiragana syllables plus 

the complete range of Korean Hangul syllables. Addition-

ally, Nimbus Sans Global includes Arabic, Hebrew, Thai, 

Devanagari, Malayalam as well as a large range of sym-

bols and dingbats.

All glyphs of our Global Fonts are design sensitive and 

conform to each other; even the Kanjis correspond in 

terms of style and stroke width with the basic Latin fonts.

Global Fonts from URW++
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Outlines and Bitmaps
»Pixels handmade«

Along with today‘s customary outline fonts (TrueType), 

we also offer a wide range of hand-tuned low resolution 

bitmaps from 10 ppm for CJK. Unlike Latin fonts, CJK 

Kanjis are not hinted for low resolution rendering, simply 

because it is too much work to manually optimize more 

than 20,000 Kanjis. This is also true for Korean Hangul; 

the complete Hangul syllable set comprises more than 

11,000 glyphs.

Our Global Fonts are available for the following operating 

systems:

Windows, MacOS, Linux

Formats: TTF/OTF, Unicode

Our Global Fonts are available for the following operating 

Windows, MacOS, Linux

Formats: TTF/OTF, Unicode
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Global Fonts from URW++ 
»Sign of the Times«

Nimbus Sans Global
Nimbus Roman Global

Nimbus Sans Bold Global
Nimbus Roman Bold Global
* available soon

*

*



More URW++ Font Services
»the whole world of type«

IdentiType

Some time ago, we surveyed approximately 200 big com-

panies listed on the German stock exchange. We wanted 

to know what typefaces these firms used for corporate 

design purposes, and – no surprise to us – we found that 

many of the big companies have their own, proprietary 

corporate typfaces. The reasons are evident:

– Corporate Type as a separate, individual element of the  

 general corporate design (DaimlerChrysler, Telekom,   

 Siemens, Beiersdorf etc.)

– Corporate Type as a distinct element wih unique naming  

 (TeleAntiqua, Siemens Sans, etc)

– Easy, manageable payment of the cost via a one-time,   

 lump-sum license fee for an unlimited period of time   

 and number of users.

– Technical font support for internal and external users   

 as well as distribution of the corporate fonts to external  

 users by URW++.

Customizing Service

Production of special character layouts, additional glyphs 

for a given typeface, completion of fonts to cover certain 

character sets such as ISO, East, etc.

Format Conversion

Fonts to be converted from PC to Mac and vice versa, True-

Type to PostScript and PostScript to TrueType: no problem 

for us! 

New: OpenType fonts from URW++!

MultiMedia Fonts 

Production of ultra-high quality, fully hinted TrueType and 

ClearType fonts for perfect screen readability!

Customized Font CDs

Production and delivery of CDs with fonts from the 

URW++ library and/or URW++ software individually 

selected by you.


